1200CC SUCTION CANISTER SYSTEM
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place lid on canister and press firmly around entire perimeter. Let fingers walk around the edge twice in order to be certain the lid has sealed on all sides.

2. Detach the pouring spout cover and the tandem port cover from the side of the lid and place them firmly and securely on the pouring spout and tandem port.

3. Tubing may be attached to right angle connectors or directly to the patient and vacuum ports if larger diameter tubing is indicated. If right angle connectors are used, be certain that they are attached firmly to the ports. In either case, check tubing for snug fit.

4. Prior to use, check all points of closure one more time and test the assembly for vacuum leaks by turning on the vacuum source and occluding the patient tubing.

5. For tandem hook-up:
   a. Seal vacuum port of the first unit with attached cover.
   b. Place lids on canister as indicated in 1 and 2 above.
   c. Attach patient tubing to patient port of first unit either directly or to right angle.
   d. Attach vacuum tubing to vacuum port of second unit either directly or to right angle.
   e. Connect tandem port of first unit to patient port of second unit with a short length of tubing.
   f. Check assembly before use as indicated in step 4 above.

6. For disposal:
   a. Disconnect tubing
   b. Seal vacuum, patient and tandem ports with attached port covers.
   c. Transport to disposal area with all openings sealed.
   d. At disposal area remove port spout cap and pour contents from canister.
   e. To discard either replace pour spout cap and dispose of it sealed or remove the lid and nest the canister for transport.